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A B S T R A C T

Forecasting windmill time series is often the basis of other processes such as anomaly detection, health
monitoring, or maintenance scheduling. The amount of data generated by windmill farms makes online learning
the most viable strategy to follow. Such settings require retraining the model each time a new batch of data is
available. However, updating the model with new information is often very expensive when using traditional
Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs). In this paper, we use Long Short-term Cognitive Networks (LSTCNs) to
forecast windmill time series in online settings. These recently introduced neural systems consist of chained
Short-term Cognitive Network blocks, each processing a temporal data chunk. The learning algorithm of these
blocks is based on a very fast, deterministic learning rule that makes LSTCNs suitable for online learning tasks.
The numerical simulations using a case study involving four windmills showed that our approach reported the
lowest forecasting errors with respect to a simple RNN, a Long Short-term Memory, a Gated Recurrent Unit,
and a Hidden Markov Model. What is perhaps more important is that the LSTCN approach is significantly
faster than these state-of-the-art models.
1. Introduction

Humanity’s sustainable development requires the adoption of less
environmentally aggressive energy sources. Over the last years, re-
newable energy sources (RES) have increased their presence in the
energy matrix of several countries. These clean energies are less pol-
luting, renewable, and abundant in nature. However, limitations such
as volatility and intermittency reduce their reliability and stability for
power systems. This hinders the integration of renewable sources into
the main grid and increases their generation costs (Sinsel et al., 2020).

Power generation forecasting (Foley et al., 2012) is one of the
approaches adopted to facilitate the optimal integration of RES in
power systems. Overall, the goal of power generation forecasting is
to know in advance the possible disparity between generation and
demand due to fluctuations in energy sources (Ahmed & Khalid, 2019).
Forecasting methods used for renewable energies are based on physical,
statistical, or machine learning (ML) models. Although ML models
often achieve the highest performance compared to other models, their
deployment in real applications is limited (Jorgensen & Shaker, 2020).
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On the one hand, most ML models require feature engineering before
building the model and lack interpretability. On the other hand, these
methods usually assume that the training data is completely available
in advance. Hence, most ML methods are unable to incorporate new
information into the previously constructed models (Wang et al., 2019).

Within clean energy approaches, wind energy has shown sustained
growth in installed capacity and exploitation in recent years (Ahmed
et al., 2020). However, wind energy involves some peculiarities to be
considered when designing new forecasting solutions. Firstly, wind-
based power generation can heavily be affected by weather variabil-
ity, which means that the power generation fluctuates with extreme
weather phenomena (i.e., frontal systems or rapidly evolving low-
pressure systems). Weather events are unavoidable, but their impact
can be minimized if anticipated in advance. Secondly, wind generators
are dynamic systems that behave differently over time (i.e., due to wear
of turbine components, maintenance, etc.). Finally, the data generated
by windmills is not static since they will continue to operate, thus pro-
ducing new pieces of data. These characteristics make traditional ML
vailable online 6 June 2022
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methods inadequate to model the dynamics of these systems properly.
This means that new approaches are needed to improve the prediction
of wind generation. The development of algorithms capable of learning
beyond the production phase will also allow them to be kept up-to-date
at all times (Losing et al., 2018).

Recently, Nápoles et al. (2021) introduced a recurrent neural system
termed Long Short-term Cognitive Network (LSTCN) that seems suitable
or online learning setting where data might be volatile. Moreover,
he cognitive component of such a recurrent neural network allows for
nterpretability and it is given by two facts. Firstly, neural concepts and
eights have a well-defined meaning for the problem domain being
odeled. This means that the resulting model can easily be interpreted
ith little effort. For example, in Nápoles et al. (2021) the authors
iscussed a measure to compute the relevance of each variable in
ultivariate time series without the need for any post-hoc method.

econdly, the domain expert can insert knowledge into the network
y modifying the prior knowledge matrix, which is not altered during
he learning process. For example, we can modify some connections
n the weight matrix to manually encode patterns that have not yet
een observed in the data or that were observed under exceptional
ircumstances.

Despite the advantages of the LSTCN model when it comes to
ts forecasting capabilities, intrinsic interpretability and short training
ime, it has not yet been applied to a real-world problem, as far as
e know. In addition, we have little knowledge of the performance
f this brand new model on online learning settings operating with
olatile data that might be shortly available. Such a lack of knowledge
nd the challenges related to the wind prediction described above
ave motivated us to study the LSTCNs’ performance on a real-world
roblem concerning the power forecasting of four windmills.

More explicitly, this paper elaborates on the task of forecasting
ower generation in windmills using the LSTCN model. By doing
hat, we propose an LSTCN-based pipeline to tackle the related online
earning problem where each data chuck is processed only once. In
his pipeline, each iteration processes a data chunk using a Short-
erm Cognitive Network (STCN) block (Nápoles et al., 2019) that
perates with the knowledge transferred from the previous block. This
eans that the model can be retrained without compromising what the
etwork has learned from previous data chunks. The numerical simu-
ations show that our solution (i) outperforms state-of-the-art recurrent
eural networks when it comes to the forecasting error and (ii) reports
ignificantly shorter training and test times.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 revises
he literature about recurrent neural networks used to forecast windmill
ime series. Section 3 presents the proposed LSTCN-based power fore-
asting model for an online learning setting. Section 4 describes the
ase study, the state-of-the-art recurrent models used for comparison
urposes and the simulation results. Finally, Section 5 concludes the
aper and suggests further research directions to be explored.

. Forecasting models with recurrent neural networks

Neural networks are a family of biology-inspired computational
odels that have found applications in many fields. An example of en-

ineering applications of neural models is the support of wind turbine
peration and maintenance. In this area, neural models dedicated to
he analysis of temporal data have proven to be quite useful. This is
otivated by the fact that typical data describing the operation of a
ind turbine are collected by sensors forming a supervisory control and
ata acquisition (SCADA) system (Du et al., 2017; Weerakody et al.,
021). Such data come in the form of long sequences of numerical
alues, thus making Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs) the right choice
or processing such data. This section briefly revises the literature on
he applications of RNNs on data analysis in the area of wind turbine
peration and maintenance support.
2
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RNNs differ from other neural networks in the way the input data
s propagated. In standard neural networks, the input data is processed
n a feed-forward manner, meaning the signal is transmitted unidirec-
ionally. In RNN models, the signal goes through neurons that can have
ackward connections from further layers to earlier layers (Che et al.,
018). Depending on a particular neural model architecture, we can
estrict the layers with feedback connections to only selected ones. The
verall idea is to allow the network to ‘‘revisit’’ nodes, which mimics
he natural phenomenon of memory (Kong et al., 2019). RNNs turned
ut to be useful for accurate time series prediction tasks (Strobelt et al.,
018), including wind turbine time series prediction (Cui et al., 2021).

As reported by Zhang et al. (2020), the task of analyzing wind
urbine data often involves building a regression model operating on
ulti-attribute data from SCADA sensors. Such models can help us
nderstand the data (Delgado & Fahim, 2021; Janssens et al., 2016).

Currently, the most popular variant of RNN in the field of wind
urbine data processing is the Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) model
Hochreiter & Schmidhuber, 1997; Mishra et al., 2020). In this model,
he inner operations are defined by neural gates called cell, input gate,
utput gate, and forget gate. The cell acts as the memory, while the
ther components determine the way the signal propagates through
he neural architecture (Zhang et al., 2018). The introduction of these
pecialized units helped prevent (to some extent) the gradient problems
ssociated with training RNN models (Sherstinsky, 2020).

Existing neural network approaches to wind turbine data forecasting
o not pay enough attention to the issue of model complexity and
fficiency. In most studies, authors reduce the available set of input
ariables rather than optimizing the neural architecture used. For ex-
mple, Feng et al. (2019) used the LSTM model with hand-picked three
CADA input variables, while Riganti-Fulginei et al. (2018) used eleven
CADA variables. Qian et al. (2019) also used LSTM to predict wind
urbine data. In their study, the initial set of input variables consisted
f 121 series, but this was later reduced to only three variables and
hen to two variables using the Mahalanobis distance method. The
ssue of preprocessing and feature selection was also raised by Wang
t al. (2018), suggesting Principal Component Analysis to reduce the
imensionality of the data.

LSTM has been found to perform well even when the time series
ariables are of incompatible types. It is worth citing the study of Lei
t al. (2019), who used LSTM to predict two qualitatively different
ypes of time series simultaneously: (i) vibration measurements that
ave a high sampling rate and (ii) slow varying measurements (e.g.,
earing temperature). It should be noted that existing studies bring ad-
itional techniques that enhance the capabilities of the standard LSTM
odel. For example, Cao, Zhang et al. (2019) propose segmenting the
ata and using segment-related features instead of raw signals. Xiang
t al. (2021) also do not use raw signals. Instead, they use Convolu-
ional Neural Networks (CNNs) to extract the dynamic features of the
ata, which is then fed to LSTM. A similar approach, combining CNN
ith LSTM, was presented by Xue et al. (2021). Another interesting

echnique was introduced by Chen et al. (2021), who combined LSTM
ith an auto-encoder (AE) neural network so that their model can
etect and reject anomalies while achieving better results for non-
nomalous data. Liu et al. (2020) used wavelet decomposition together
ith LSTM and found that it achieves better results than standard
STM, but this comes at the cost of increased time complexity (training
ime increases by about 30%). Other studies on LSTM and wind power
rediction have focused on tuning the LSTM architecture, for example,
y testing different transformation functions (Yin et al., 2020) or by
dding a specialized imputation module for missing data (Li et al.,
019).

In addition, the bidirectional LSTM model (Gers et al., 2002) has
lso been applied to forecast wind turbine data. The application of this
odel was found in the study of Zhen et al. (2020) and, in a deeper
rchitecture, in the study of Cao, Qian et al. (2019).
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While most of the recently published studies using neural models to
predict multivariate wind turbine time series employ LSTM, there are
also several alternative approaches focusing on other RNN variants. For
example, there are several papers on the use of Elman neural networks
in forecasting multivariate wind turbine data (Lin, 2013, 2016). Kramti
et al. (2018) also applied Elman neural networks, but using a slightly
modified architecture. Likewise, we should mention the work of López
et al. (2020), which involved Echo State Network and LSTM. Finally,
it is worth mentioning the work of Kong et al. (2020), in which the
task of processing data from wind turbines is implemented using CNNs
and Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) (Cho et al., 2014). The latter neural
architecture is a variant of RNN, which can be seen as a simplification
of the LSTM architecture. GRU was also used in the study of Niu et al.
(2020), which employs attention mechanisms to reduce the forecasting
error.

There are other models equipped with reasoning mechanisms sim-
ilar to the one used by neural networks. In particular, the concept
of ‘‘neuron" can also be found in Hidden Markov Models (HMMs)
(Rabiner, 1989). Such neurons are implemented as states, and the set
of states essentially plays a role analogous to that of hidden neurons
in a standard neural network. HMMs have also found applications in
wind power forecasting. The studies of Bhaumik et al. (2019) and Qu
et al. (2021) should be mentioned in this context. Both research teams
highlight decent predictions and robustness to noise in the data.

As pointed out by Manero et al. (2018), the task of comparing wind
energy forecasting approaches described in the literature is challenging
due to several factors such as the differences in time series datasets,
the alternative forecast horizons, etc. In this paper, we will conduct
experiments for key state-of-the-art models for our data alongside the
LSTCN formalism. The methodology adopted allows us to draw conclu-
sions about the forecasting accuracy of different models and compare
their empirical computational complexity.

3. Long Short-term Cognitive Network

This section elaborates on the LSTCN model used for online learning
of multivariate time series. The first sub-section will explain how to
prepare the data to simulate an online learning problem, while the re-
maining ones will introduce the network architecture and the learning
algorithm.

3.1. Data preparation for online learning simulations

Let 𝑥 ∈ R be a variable observed over a discrete time scale within
a period 𝑡 ∈ {1, 2,… , 𝑇 } where 𝑇 ∈ N is the number of observations.

ence, a univariate time series can be defined as a sequence of ob-
ervations {𝑥(𝑡)}𝑇𝑡=1 = {𝑥(1), 𝑥(2),… , 𝑥(𝑇 )}. Similarly, we can define a
ultivariate time series as a sequence {𝑋(𝑡)}𝑇𝑡=1 = {𝑋(1), 𝑋(2),… , 𝑋(𝑇 )}

of vectors of 𝑀 variables, such that 𝑋(𝑡) = [𝑥(𝑡)1 , 𝑥(𝑡)2 ,… , 𝑥(𝑡)𝑀 ]. A model
F is used to forecast the next 𝐿 < 𝑇 steps ahead. In this paper, we
assume that the model F is built as a sequence of neural blocks with
local learning capabilities, each able to capture the trends in the current
time patch (i.e., a chunk of the time series) being processed. Both
the network architecture and the parameter learning algorithm will be
detailed in the following sub-sections.

Let us assume that 𝑋 ∈ R𝑀×𝑇 is a dataset comprising a multivariate
time series (Fig. 1(a)). Firstly, we need to transform 𝑋 into a set of
𝑄 tuples with the form (𝑋(𝑡−𝑅), 𝑋(𝑡+𝐿)), 𝑡 − 𝑅 > 0, 𝑡 + 𝐿 ≤ 𝑇 where 𝑅
represents how many past steps we will use to forecast the following
𝐿 steps ahead (see Fig. 1(b)). In this paper, we assume that 𝑅 = 𝐿
for the sake of simplicity. Secondly, each component in the tuple is
flattened such that we obtain a 𝑄×(𝑀(𝑅+𝐿)) matrix. Finally, we create
a partition 𝑃 = {𝑃 (1),… , 𝑃 (𝑘),… , 𝑃 (𝐾)} from the set of flattened tuples
such that 𝑃 (𝑘) = (𝑃 (𝑘)

1 , 𝑃 (𝑘)
2 ) is the 𝑘th time patch involving two data

pieces 𝑃 (𝑘)
1 , 𝑃 (𝑘)

2 ∈ R𝐶×𝑁 , where 𝑁 = 𝑀𝑅 and 𝐶 denotes the number of
3

instances in that time patch.
Fig. 1. Data pre-processing using 𝑅 = 𝐿 = 3. (a) The original multivariate time series
𝑋 ∈ R𝑀×𝑇 , with rows as variables and columns as timestamps. (b) Selection of sub-
sequences of the time series according to parameters 𝑅 and 𝐿. (c) Each sub-sequence
is flattened to obtain the temporal instances. In this example, the flattened dataset is
divided into two time parches.

Fig. 1 shows an example of such a pre-processing method. First, the
times series is split into chunks of equal length as defined by the 𝐿 and
𝑅 parameters. Second, we use the resulting chunks to create a set of
input–output pairs. Finally, we flatten these pairs to obtain the tuples
with the inputs to the network and the corresponding expected outputs.

It should be highlighted that the forecasting model will have access
to a time patch in each iteration, as it usually happens in an online
scenario. If the neural model is fed with several time steps, then it will
be able to forecast multiple-step ahead of all variables describing the
time series.

3.2. Network architecture and neural reasoning

In the online learning setting, we consider a time series (regardless
of the number of observed variables) as a sequence of time patches
of a certain length. Such a sequence refers to the partition 𝑃 =
{𝑃 (1),… , 𝑃 (𝑘),… , 𝑃 (𝐾)} obtained with the data preparation steps dis-
cussed in the previous subsection. Hence, the proposed network archi-
tecture consists of an LSTCN model able to process the sequence of time
patches.

An LSTCN model can be defined as a collection of STCN blocks,
each processing a specific time patch and transferring knowledge to
the following STCN block in the form of weight matrices. Fig. 2 shows
the recurrent pipeline of an LSTCN involving three STCN blocks to
model a multivariate time series decomposed into three time patches. It
should be highlighted that learning happens inside each STCN block to
prevent the information flow from vanishing as the network processes
more time patches. Moreover, weights estimated in the current STCN
block are transferred to the following STCN block to perform the
next reasoning process (see Fig. 3). These weights will no longer be
modified in subsequent learning processes, which allow preserving the
knowledge we have learned up to the current time patch. That makes
our approach suitable for the online learning setting.

The reasoning within an STCN block involves two gates: the input
gate and the output gate. The input gate operates the prior knowledge

atrix 𝑊 (𝑘)
1 ∈ R𝑁×𝑁 with the input data 𝑃 (𝑘)

1 ∈ R𝐶×𝑁 and the prior bias
matrix 𝐵(𝑘)

1 ∈ R1×𝑁 denoting the bias weights. Both matrices 𝑊 (𝑘)
1 and

𝐵(𝑘)
1 are transferred from the previous block and remain locked during

the learning phase to be performed in that STCN block. The result of
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Fig. 2. LSTCN architecture of three STCN blocks. The weights learned in the current
block are transferred to the following STCN block as a prior knowledge matrix.

Fig. 3. Reasoning within an STCN block. Firstly, the current time patch is mixed with
the prior knowledge matrices 𝑊 (𝑘)

1 and 𝐵(𝑘)
1 . This operation produces a temporal state

atrix 𝐻 (𝑘). Secondly, we operate the 𝐻 (𝑘) matrix with the matrices 𝑊 (𝑘)
2 and 𝐵(𝑘)

2 .
he result of such an operation will be an approximation of the expected output 𝑃 (𝑘)

2 .

he input gate is a temporal state 𝐻 (𝑘) ∈ R𝐶×𝑁 that represents the
outcome that the block would have produced given 𝑃 (𝑘)

1 if the block
would not have been adjusted to the block’s expected output 𝑃 (𝑘)

2 . Such
an adaptation is done in the output gate where the temporal state is
operated with the matrices 𝑊 (𝑘)

2 ∈ R𝑁×𝑁 and 𝐵(𝑘)
2 ∈ R1×𝑁 , which

ontain learnable weights. Fig. 3 depicts the reasoning process within
he 𝑘th block.

Eqs. (1) and (2) show the short-term reasoning process of this model
n the 𝑘th iteration,

2̂
(𝑘) = 𝑓

(

𝐻 (𝑘)𝑊 (𝑘)
2 ⊕𝐵(𝑘)

2

)

(1)

nd
(𝑘) = 𝑓

(

𝑃 (𝑘)
1 𝑊 (𝑘)

1 ⊕𝐵(𝑘)
1

)

(2)

here 𝑓 (𝑥) = 1
1+𝑒−𝑥 , whereas 𝑃2

(𝑘) is an approximation of the expected
block’s output. In these equations, the ⊕ operator performs a matrix–
vector addition by operating each row of a given matrix with a vector,
provided that both the matrix and the vector have the same number of
columns. Notice that we assumed that values to be forecast are in the
[0, 1] interval.

As mentioned, the LSTCN model consists of a sequential collection
of STCN blocks. In this neural system, the knowledge from one block is
passed to the next one using an aggregation procedure (see Fig. 2). This
aggregation operates on the knowledge learned in the previous block
(that is to say, the 𝑊 (𝑘−1)

2 matrix). In this paper, we use the following
non-linear operator in all our simulations:

𝑊 (𝑘)
1 = 𝛹 (𝑊 (𝑘−1)

2 ), 𝑘 − 1 ≥ 0 (3)

nd
(𝑘)
1 = 𝛹 (𝐵(𝑘−1)

2 ), 𝑘 − 1 ≥ 0 (4)

uch that 𝛹 (𝑥) = 𝑡𝑎𝑛ℎ(𝑥). However, we can design operators combining
he knowledge in both 𝑊 (𝑘−1)

1 and 𝑊 (𝑘−1)
2 .

There is an important detail to be discussed. Once we have pro-
cessed the available sequence (i.e., performed 𝐾 short-term reasoning
steps with their corresponding learning processes), the whole LSTCN
model will narrow down to the last STCN block. Therefore, that net-
work will be used to forecast new data chunks as they arrive and a
4

new learning process will follow, as needed in online learning settings.
3.3. Parameter learning

Training the LSTCN in Fig. 2 means training each STCN block with
its corresponding time patch. The learning process within a block is
partially independent of other blocks as it only uses the prior weights
matrices that are transferred from the previous block. As mentioned,
these prior knowledge matrices are used to compute the temporal state
and are not modified during the block’s learning process.

The learning task within an STCN block can be summarized as
follows. Given a temporal state 𝐻 (𝑘) resulting from the input gate and
he block’s expected output 𝑃 (𝑘)

2 , we need to compute the matrices
(𝑘)
2 ∈ R𝑁×𝑁 and 𝐵(𝑘)

2 ∈ R1×𝑁 .
Mathematically speaking, the learning is performed by solving a

ystem of linear equations that adapt the temporal state to the expected
utput. Eq. (5) displays the deterministic learning rule solving this
egression problem,
[

𝑊 (𝑘)
2

𝐵(𝑘)
2

]

=
(

(

𝛷(𝑘))⊤ 𝛷(𝑘) + 𝜆𝛺(𝑘)
)−1

(

𝛷(𝑘))⊤ 𝑓−
(

𝑃 (𝑘)
2

)

(5)

where 𝛷(𝑘) = (𝐻 (𝑘)
|𝐴) such that 𝐴𝐶×1 is a column vector filled with

nes, 𝛺(𝑘) denotes the diagonal matrix of (𝛷(𝑘))⊤𝛷(𝑘), while 𝜆 ≥ 0
enotes the ridge regularization penalty. This learning rule assumes
hat the neuron’s activation values inner layer are standardized. When
he final weights are returned, they are adjusted back into their original
cale.

It shall be noted that we need to specify 𝑊 (0)
1 and 𝐵(0)

1 in the first
TCN block. We can use a transfer learning approach from a previous
earning process or it can be provided by domain experts. Since this
nformation is not available, we fit a single STCN block without an
ntermediate state (i.e., 𝐻 (0) = 𝑃 (0)

1 ) on a smoothed representation of
he whole (available) time series. The smoothed time series is obtained
sing the moving average method for a given window size.

Fig. 4 portrays the workflow of the iterative learning process of
n LSTCN model. An incoming chunk of data triggers a new training
rocess on the last STCN block using the stored knowledge that the net-
ork has learned in previous iterations. After that, the prior knowledge
atrices are recomputed using an aggregation operator and stored to

e used as prior knowledge when performing reasoning.

. Numerical simulations

In this section, we will explore the performance (forecasting error
nd training time) of the proposed LSTCN-based online forecasting
odel for windmill time series.

.1. Description of windmill datasets

To conduct our experiments, we adopted four public datasets from
he ENGIE web page.1 Each dataset corresponds to a windmill where
easurements were recorded every 10 min from 2013 to 2017. The

ime series of each windmill contains 264,671 timestamps. Eight vari-
bles concerning the windmill and environmental conditions were se-
ected: generated power, rotor temperature, rotor bearing temperature, gear-
ox inlet temperature, generator stator temperature, wind speed, outdoor
emperature, and nacelle temperature.

As of the pre-processing steps, we removed duplicated timestamps,
mputed missing timestamps and values, and applied a min–max nor-
alization. Moreover, the data preparation procedure described in

ig. 1 was applied to each dataset. Table 1 displays a descriptive sum-
ary of all datasets after normalization where the minimum, median

nd maximum of the absolute Pearson’s correlation values among the
ariables are denoted as 𝑚𝑖𝑛, 𝑚𝑒𝑑, 𝑚𝑎𝑥, respectively.

1 https://opendata-renewables.engie.com/explore/index.

https://opendata-renewables.engie.com/explore/index
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Fig. 4. The LSTCN model can be seen as a sequential collection of STCN blocks that perform iterative learning. When a new chunk of data is available, a new STCN block is
trained and the prior knowledge is updated using an aggregation procedure.
o

Table 1
Descriptive statistics for the windmill datasets.
Dataset 𝑚𝑖𝑛 𝑚𝑒𝑑 𝑚𝑎𝑥

1 0.0708 0.2799 0.9456
2 0.0888 0.3032 0.8848
3 0.0687 0.3014 0.9497
4 0.0835 0.3148 0.9441

We split each dataset using a hold-out approach (80% for training
nd 20% for testing purposes). As for the performance metric, we
se the mean absolute error (MAE) in all simulations reported in this
ection. In addition, we report the training and test times of each
orecasting model. The training time (in seconds) of each algorithm was
omputed by adding the time needed to train the algorithm in each time
atch. Finally, we arbitrarily fix the patch size to 1024.

.2. Recurrent online learning models

We contrast the LSTCNs’ performance against four recurrent learn-
ng networks used to handle online learning settings. The models
dopted for comparison are GRU, LSTM, HMM, and a fully connected
ecurrent Neural Network (RNN) where the output is to be fed back to

he input.
The RNN, LSTM and GRU networks were implemented using Keras

2.4.3, while HMM was implemented using the hmmlearn library.2 The
raining of these models was adapted to online learning scenarios. In
ractice, this means that RNN, GRU, and LSTM were retrained on each
ime patch using the prior knowledge structures learned in previous
earning steps. In the HMM-based forecasting model, the transition
robability matrix is passed from one patch to another, and it is
pdated based on the new information.

In the LSTCN model, we used 𝐿 = {6, 48, 72} such that 𝑅 =
(hereinafter we will only refer to 𝐿) and 𝑤 = 10. Notice that

iven the sampling interval of the data, six steps represent one hour
hile 72 steps represent half a day. We did not perform parameter

uning since the online learning setting demands fast re-training of
hese recurrent models when a new data chunk arrives. It would not
e feasible to fine-tune the hyperparameters in each iteration since
uch a process is computationally demanding. Instead, we retained the
efault parameters reported on the corresponding Keras layers. In the
MM-based model, we used four hidden states and Gaussian emissions

o generate the predictions. These parameter values were arbitrarily
elected without further experimentation.

2 https://github.com/hmmlearn/hmmlearn.
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Table 2
Results for the windmill case study for 𝐿 = 6 (1 h). LSTCN clearly outperforms the
other models in both in accuracy and training time.

Model Training error Training time Test error Test time

WT1

LSTCN 0.0672 0.0091 0.0715 0.0255
RNN 0.1087 0.6477 0.1321 1.3503
LSTM 0.1036 1.7681 0.1258 2.6994
GRU 0.1193 1.7162 0.1396 2.4513
HMM 0.0567 241.17 0.1267 91.08

WT2

LSTCN 0.0592 0.0091 0.0647 0.0261
RNN 0.1086 0.6516 0.1209 1.3048
LSTM 0.1035 1.7075 0.1147 2.5682
GRU 0.1243 1.7718 0.1384 2.3741
HMM 0.0381 333.61 0.0941 107.54

WT3

LSTCN 0.0474 0.0103 0.0564 0.0370
RNN 0.1221 0.6418 0.1532 1.3171
LSTM 0.1107 1.6932 0.1455 2.6672
GRU 0.1219 1.6821 0.1499 2.3471
HMM 0.0683 318.11 0.1768 118.31

WT4

LSTCN 0.0602 0.0112 0.0666 0.0398
RNN 0.1069 0.6609 0.1398 1.3507
LSTM 0.0979 1.1241 0.1275 1.4140
GRU 0.1162 1.6661 0.1405 2.3841
HMM 0.0534 367.05 0.1445 164.15

Table 3
Results for the windmill case study for 𝐿 = 48 (8 h). LSTCN clearly outperforms the
ther models in both in accuracy and training time.

Model Training error Training time Test error Test time

WT1

LSTCN 0.0701 0.1958 0.0721 0.0408
RNN 0.5963 17.7336 0.5966 4.5753
LSTM 0.1248 229.1311 0.1290 30.7941
GRU 0.1641 155.0201 0.1689 13.7719
HMM 0.0794 1432.65 0.0978 431.02

WT2

LSTCN 0.0594 0.7503 0.0600 0.0753
RNN 0.5340 27.3444 0.5357 5.7755
LSTM 0.1424 225.2245 0.1444 31.2621
GRU 0.2317 137.3365 0.2324 15.9500
HMM 0.0388 1586.91 0.0821 441.19

WT3

LSTCN 0.0474 0.2333 0.0482 0.0470
RNN 0.4991 20.1501 0.5048 5.8768
LSTM 0.1332 236.3217 0.1401 31.8122
GRU 0.1887 136.6582 0.1933 16.3957
HMM 0.0761 1462.68 0.1582 413.93

WT4

LSTCN 0.0600 0.2463 0.0623 0.0490
RNN 0.3407 37.1072 0.3425 5.8727
LSTM 0.1254 214.9554 0.1318 19.9095
GRU 0.1634 138.3381 0.1688 16.1307
HMM 0.0799 1971.42 0.1239 531.94

https://github.com/hmmlearn/hmmlearn
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Fig. 5. MAE values obtained by the LSTCN-based model when changing the 𝑤 and 𝐿 parameters. As expected, expanding the prediction horizon (that is to say, increasing the
number of steps ahead to be predicted) leads to performance degradation of predictions. However, the model does not seem to be especially sensitive to the 𝑤 parameter, except
for larger 𝐿 values where the error increases as the 𝑤 gets larger.
Table 4
Results for the windmill case study for 𝐿 = 72 (12 h). LSTCN clearly outperforms the
other models in both in accuracy and training time.

Model Training error Training time Test error Test time

WT1

LSTCN 0.0706 0.3770 0.0726 0.0430
RNN 0.5187 45.8973 0.5219 9.5791
LSTM 0.1376 714.2750 0.1418 53.8956
GRU 0.1891 892.9639 0.1927 31.4892
HMM 0.0861 2967.08 0.1236 549.49

WT2

LSTCN 0.0597 1.0251 0.0604 0.0605
RNN 0.6490 60.2035 0.6553 8.9644
LSTM 0.1320 726.8744 0.1345 53.2367
GRU 0.2304 806.9376 0.2316 38.6462
HMM 0.0488 2642.24 0.0718 622.14

WT3

LSTCN 0.0476 0.5155 0.0494 0.0545
RNN 0.5524 47.0321 0.5618 9.4718
LSTM 0.1441 768.9152 0.1518 54.4804
GRU 0.1846 787.8666 0.1909 36.3055
HMM 0.0811 2916.17 0.1281 631.11

WT4

LSTCN 0.0605 0.5040 0.0618 0.0535
RNN 0.5313 45.3868 0.5378 10.0499
LSTM 0.1358 690.0783 0.1404 37.7908
GRU 0.1813 809.8271 0.1895 31.4764
HMM 0.0887 2365.61 0.1112 589.81

4.3. Results and discussion

Fig. 5 shows an analysis of the influence of 𝑤 and 𝐿 on the
model’s behavior. The parameters were varied in the discrete set 𝑤 =
{1, 6, 10, 20, 48, 72, 144} and 𝐿 = {6, 48, 72, 144}, and the MAE computed
on the test set was used for comparative purposes. The results did
not show a large difference when changing 𝑤 while keeping 𝐿 fixed.
However, the reduction in model performance was more evident when
𝐿 increases, which is usual in time series forecasting models (see
Figs. 7–10).

As mentioned, the knowledge used by the first STCN is extracted
from a smoothed representation of the time series data we have. Nev-
ertheless, we can start with a zero-filled matrix if such knowledge is not
available. Fig. 6 shows the MAE of the predictions in the training set of
the four windmills in both settings. Starting from scratch (no knowledge
about the data), the LSTCN starts predicting with a large MAE in the
6

first time patch. As new data is received, the network updates its
knowledge and reduces the prediction error. In this simulation, we used
five time patches such that each STCN block is fitted on the newly
received data. The LSTCN model using general knowledge of the time
series (assumed as a warm-up) generates small errors from the first time
patch.

Tables 2–4 show the results for 𝐿 = 6, 𝐿 = 48 and 𝐿 = 72,
respectively. More explicitly, we report the average training and test
errors, and the average training and test times (in seconds). The LSTCN
model obtained the lowest MAE value in all cases (the lowest average
test error for each windmill is highlighted in boldface). Those results
allow us to conclude that our approach is able to produce better
forecasting results when compared with well-established recurrent neu-
ral networks. It should be noted, however, that such a conclusion is
attached to the fact that no hyper-parameter tuning was performed in
our simulations.

Another clear advantage of LSTCN over these state-of-the-art algo-
rithms is the reduced training and test times. Re-training the model
quickly when a new piece of data arrives while retaining the knowl-
edge we have learned so far is a key challenge in online learning
settings. Recurrent neural models such as RNN, LSTM, GRU use a
backpropagation-based learning algorithm to compute the weights reg-
ulating the network behavior. The algorithm needs to iterate multiple
times over the data with limited vectorization possibilities.

Overall, there is a trade-off between accuracy and training time
when it comes to the batch size. The smaller the batch size in the
backpropagation learning, the more accurate the predictions are ex-
pected to be. However, smaller batch sizes make the training process
slower. Another issue with gradient-based optimization methods is that
they usually operate in a stochastic fashion, thus making them quite
sensitive to the initial conditions. Notice that HMM also requires several
iterations to build the probability transition matrix.

To alleviate the problem caused by larger prediction horizons, we
could increase the batch size in our model (or decrease the batch size of
other recurrent models used for comparison purposes). In that way, we
will have more data in each training process, which will likely lead to
models with improved predictive power. Alternatively, we could adopt
an incremental learning approach to reuse data concerning previous
time patches as defined by a given window parameter. However, we
should be aware that many online learning problems operate on volatile
data that is just available for a short period.
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Fig. 6. MAE values obtained by the LSTCN-based model on the four windmill datasets with and without using initial prior knowledge. It can be noticed that the model needs to
process more time patches to reduce the error when the model is initialized with a random weight matrix. If this knowledge is not available, the network will still produce good
results provided it performs enough iterations.
Fig. 7. Moving average power predictions (𝑤 = 24) for the first windmill with (a) 𝐿 = 6, (b) 𝐿 = 48 and (c) 𝐿 = 72.
Fig. 8. Moving average power predictions (𝑤 = 24) for the second windmill with (a) 𝐿 = 6, (b) 𝐿 = 48 and (c) 𝐿 = 72.
5. Concluding remarks

In this paper, we investigated the performance of Long Short-
term Cognitive Networks to forecast windmill time series in online
setting scenarios. This brand-new recurrent model system consists of a
sequence of Short-term Cognitive Network blocks. Each of these blocks
is trained with the available data at that moment in time such that the
7

learned knowledge is propagated to the next blocks. Therefore, the net-
work is able to adjust its knowledge to new information, which makes
this model suitable for online settings since we retain the knowledge
learned from previous learning processes.

The experiments conducted using four windmill datasets reported
that our approach outperforms other state-of-the-art recurrent neural
networks in terms of MAE. In addition, the proposed LSTCN-based
model is significantly faster than these recurrent models when it comes
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Fig. 9. Moving average power predictions (𝑤 = 24) for the third windmill with (a) 𝐿 = 6, (b) 𝐿 = 48 and (c) 𝐿 = 72.
Fig. 10. Moving average power predictions (𝑤 = 24) for the fourth windmill with (a) 𝐿 = 6, (b) 𝐿 = 48 and (c) 𝐿 = 72.
to both training and test times. Such a feature is of paramount relevance
when designing forecasting models operating in online learning modes.
Regrettably, the overall performance of all forecasting models deteri-
orated when increasing the number of steps ahead to be predicted.
While this result is not surprising, further efforts are needed to build
forecasting models with better scalability properties as defined by the
prediction horizon.

Before concluding our paper, it is worth mentioning that the pro-
posed architecture for online time series forecasting is not restricted to
windmill data. Instead, the architecture can be applied to any univari-
ate or multivariate time series provided that the proper pre-processing
steps are conducted.
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